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Highly concentrated caffeine
(Multiple trade names—Multiple companies)
FDA warns of dangers of extremely concentrated or
pure caffeine sold in bulk

FDA issued new guidance to clarify that dietary
supplements containing pure or highly concentrated
caffeine in powder or liquid forms are dangerous and
present a significant or unreasonable risk of illness or
injury.
In 2015 and 2016, FDA issued warning letters to seven
distributors of pure powdered caffeine. Since that time,
FDA has continued to see a proliferation of similar
products being sold online.
Highly concentrated and pure caffeine, often sold in bulk
packages, has been linked to at least two deaths in
otherwise healthy individuals.
A one-half cup of highly concentrated liquid caffeine can
contain approximately 2,000 mg of caffeine, and just a
single teaspoon of a powdered pure caffeine product
can contain approximately 3,200 mg of caffeine. This is
equivalent to about 20 to 28 cups of coffee, a potentially
toxic dose.
The recommended safe serving of highly concentrated
or pure caffeine products is often 200 mg of caffeine,
which equates to 1/16 of a teaspoon of pure powder or
approximately 2.5 teaspoons of a liquid.
When formulated and marketed appropriately, such as in
premeasured packets or containers, in solid dosage
forms such as tablets or capsules, or when in
formulations that are not highly concentrated, caffeine
can be a safe ingredient in a dietary supplement
The guidance does not affect other types of products
that might also contain caffeine, such as prescription or
OTC drugs or conventional foods such as traditionally
caffeinated beverages.
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